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THE MONTHS AHEAD

The housing crisis wiiiease by fall... summer jobs scarce... banks trying
harder... ecology a new subject in the schools... natural gas in the gas tank. 3

62 WAYS TO BEAT THE HIGH COST OP LIVING

In this wide-ranging collection ot money-saving ideas, you're bound to find
many you can use. Check off the ones that will stretch dollars at your house.

YES, YOU CAN STILL HAVE GRASS THIS SUMMER

Even if you neglected your lawn last fail, you can whipit into shape now. 11

ATV's: INVINCIBLE VEHICLES THAT GO ANYWHERE

All-terrain vehicles are increasingly popular with those who work or play
where roads don'tgo. See the chart forprices,dimensions, maximum speeds. 13

FEVER AND FEVER THERMOMETERS

Yourbody's temperature is a valuable warning signal—pay attention to it. 16

DON'T LOSE THAT JOB BEFORE YOU GET IT

Here are ten common errors made at interviews, with lips on avoiding them. 17

CAN NEW CITIES REMAKE AMERICA?

Wouldn't It be better to create new cities rather than rebuild the old ones?
Those who think it would can point to some interesting examples in Europe.

PAPERBACK BOOKSHELF

Good reading at low cost. Browse through the list for ones that interest you.

WHAT IT TAKES TO SUCCEED IN A FRANCHISE BUSINESS

Solid advice from a man who knows the pitfalls: how to size up a franchise,
what gimmicks to be on guard against, how to analyze the financial aspects.
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CHECK THE KIDS' SUMMER CAMP FOR SAFETY
Visit any camps you're considering and measure them against these points. 29

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
Replies to queries from readers... things you too may have wondered about. 32

START PLANNING YOUR RETIREMENT RIGHT NOW
Studiesshowthat the happiestretireesare those who think about it early. 33

SILVER COINS—SELL 'EM OR SAVE'EM? ti'/l, i,'i J
They're worth morethan theirface value today. Is the price headed higher? 36 i P

★ these COLLEGES HAVE ROOM
'• report on the twelfth annual Changing Times survey of colleges with room. 37

HOW SHOULD YOUR LIFE INSURANCE PAY OFF?
Which settlement option youpickcan make a bigdifference to your beneficiary. 41

NEWS BEHIND THE ADS
Items of information &entertainment from the fascinating world ofadvertising. 43

THE SMALL SAVER NEEDS A BETTER DEAL
The institutions heputs his money inarelimited intherates they canpay.
That s why hegets clobbered when prices andinterest rates onbonds goup. 45

What "easy credit" means (page 22) ★ Care for outdoor furniture (page 28)
Summer is a festival (page 36)
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